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filters to display tables in a specific order. Fyodor Filippovich came to this and other similar works by investigating the course of his own thinking. And, as you know, he began by
studying children's drawings. I remember how Fyodor Filippych began to teach them to read in the first grade. He sent me as a gift a book with pictures drawn for the first grade. He
himself went into another room, and when I opened this book, I saw on each page drawings of unprecedented beauty, and not even drawings - paintings. Each time I looked at these
pictures, I tried to mentally calculate how many colors I needed to take to draw all these scenes. Well, of course, there are baby rattles, and a dog that is fun to mess around with,
there is also a pig, a horse, a cockerel. But the most interesting was the drawing with windmills. I didn't know their names, but I really wanted to know. Fyodor Philippeich entered
the room and, coming up to me, said: -Look at this mill. And he pointed to a picture where a small house is depicted against the background of distant hills. Just like here in
Sosnovka, only houses instead of roofs. I watched. I recognized her. It was the same mill that I saw when we walked through our village park. - Well, what did you find out -This
mill is the mill of my imagination. I see her as if against the backdrop of a distant mountain. Oh, I see her as she was in your drawing. - In my drawing, it was not visible! exclaimed
Fyodor Filippovich. â€œIt turns out that she, and only she, can convey all the charm of our village. From that moment on, Fyodor Filippich began to teach the children to write as
well. Yes, yes, write! All children - both first graders and second graders - start with this lesson. "Do you want to learn how to write? So this is very simple: you pick up a pencil and
write what you want, what you think about" Fedor Filipovich shows the drawing to the first graders and says: "Here's a picture for you guys. She's beautiful, but you can't see her.
You so want to write something beautiful, unusual. Remember what you see in front of you. Children are thinking. Looking for memory. And then Fedor Filipplich makes an offer
that is impossible to refuse: "Guys, let's write about this picture, because it's so beautiful that you want to not only write it, but also show it
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